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400 km Ridden,
900 to Go

Long randonneur rides are as
difficult as you make them

by Dean Campbell
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Every four years, thousands of blinking lights glitter along roads from Paris

to the city of Brest, France. Cyclists from all over the world come to ride in
Paris-Brest-Paris, the quintessential randonneur event. Riding the 1,200-km
course, cyclists navigate through the departure city and into the French
countryside, passing through small rural towns on their way to the first rest
stop, 452 km from the start. Pedalling through the night, the riders run lights
that show their approach to locals.
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“We’d be in rural villages at 3 or 4 a.m., and there would be
people out on patios with coffees and food, cheering us on,”
said randonneur Ryan Golbeck, who did Paris-Brest-Paris
in 2011. “Rural villages, with no street lights or anything,
and you come into their small town centres and there are
people welcoming riders from all over the world.”
Made up with elements from bicycle touring and professional racing, randonneur events challenge riders around
the world with long distances over beautiful landscape.
Developed out of a desire for non-competitive events that
promoted a healthy lifestyle, the first events were run
more than 120 years ago, and have continued to develop
and spread around the world.
A single event, such as Paris-Brest-Paris, is known as a
brevet or a randonée. It can range in distance from 200 km
(the minimum distance), 300, 400, 600 to even 1,200 and
1,400 km. Riders complete a ride by finishing the route

within a certain time limit. A 200-km brevet, for example,
and must be completed in less than 13.5 hours; ParisBrest-Paris in less than 90. To qualify as an official brevet,
a ride must be organized by a sanctioned club, which is
determined by the Audax Club Parisien, organizers of
Paris-Brest-Paris. Unlike regular races or group rides,
participants carry brevet cards that must be stamped at
hidden checkpoints along the route.
Although randonneur events have a long history
in Europe, their existence in Canada is a more recent
development. In 1981, Mike Barry of Mariposa Bicycles
and a business partner decided to take part in the Raid
Pyreneen, after receiving encouragement from British
cycling journalist Jock Wadley. The Raid travels from
the Atlantic Ocean to the Mediterranean Sea skirting the
border between France and Spain, with no shortage of
climbs along the 720-km route. Wadley had warned Barry
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above
The lead group of the peloton looks strong as they set off for
Stage 5 of the the 2012 Haute Route Alps

below left
Mike Brown (left) and Mike Barry just
after finishing the Raid Pyreneen in 1981

“She suffers from ‘randonesia:’
amnesia that sets in after
doing something so difficult.”
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below right
Paris-Brest-Paris 2011

qualifying rides in North America at that time were in
Vancouver and in New York state. To Barry, the solution
was simple: start your own club and set up your own rides.
“We formed the Toronto randonneurs in 1982,” said
Barry. “We set up routes around Ontario so we could have
200-, 300-, 400- and 600-km brevet routes. We got an
amazing amount of interest. We had a good bunch of pretty
keen riders, and at the same time were running Bicycle
Sport, a bike store in Toronto.”
Since Paris-Brest-Paris is held every four years, Barry
had to wait for the next edition. When the 1983 ride rolled
around, the entire staff at his store was excited and
prepared to go. But the departure of his staff would have
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not to underestimate one climb in particular, despite a
description that made it appear particularly easy. The
warning came while Wadley was ill in the hospital, a day
before he died.
“It doesn’t look like much on the route. But when we
arrived at the base of the climb, it was getting dark, it was
pouring rain,” said Barry. “It was the hardest climb in the
whole event. When we got to the top of the climb, it was
pitch black and there was a guy with us in a car, so we got
in the car for 15 minutes to shelter from the rain. I looked up
and thought ‘Jock is watching us now, saying I told you so.’”
After the raid was complete, Wadley’s widow gave
Barry the trophy Wadley had received for completing
Paris-Brest-Paris. The trophy is now given by
Randonneurs Ontario, as the Jock Wadley Award, for the
most outstanding rider each year.
Soon, Barry found himself asking great, now what?
“The obvious answer was the Paris-Brest-Paris,” said
Barry. “We came back to Canada and thought it over and
got in touch with the organizers of Paris-Brest-Paris.
They said we had to ride qualifying rides.” Anyone hoping
to qualify for the iconic French ride needed to do one ride
of each standard distance – from 200 km to 600 km – in
the year he or she wanted to cycle in France. The only
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The Paris-BrestParis ride in 1901
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The Paris-BrestParis ride in 1948
far right
Brian Hornby
(left) and
Barry Chase
at Paris-BrestParis 2011

meant shutting the business while everyone travelled to
Europe. In the end, Barry and his business partner stayed
home to keep the shop going. “Everyone else went, but we
didn’t go. I think 26 riders went from Toronto Randonneurs.
I think it was the largest contingent from outside of France
that year,” said Barry, the founder of Mariposa Bicycles.
To Barry, randonneur events were not only about navigation over distance and through time, but also working
as a group to build camaraderie and help all the riders
achieve their goals. When one rider had a problem, the
group would stop to help before carrying on. They would
book restaurants and eat together on the way. Barry made
sure his brevets were safe and allowed riders to see the
countryside. Sometimes, riders would have to leave pavement for gravel to avoid heavily trafficked areas. Not
everyone appreciated these features.
“One time in particular, I think it was a 300-km randonée,
we were coming back into the city from Uxbridge, Ont., and
we put a secret control on a gravel road,” said Barry. “Some
of the riders decided that they were not going to go down
that road and avoid it by taking a paved road that was
really heavily trafficked. Of course they didn’t get their
cards stamped, so they didn’t finish.
“There were some really bad words said toward us at
the finish.”
Over the past three decades, the sport has evolved.
Participants now tend to ride alone or in small groups.
Individuals now pursue personal performance goals, such
as target average speeds, or shorter and shorter total times.
Dick Felton, president of Randonneurs Ontario (formerly
Barry’s Toronto Randonneurs), came to the sport with a
background in marathon running. At 67-years old, Felton

Paris-Brest-Paris
S

tarted more than 100 years ago, Paris-Brest-Paris has grown into the
ultimate randonneur event. At 1,200 km, it is not the longest ride. With less
climbing than the 1,200-km ride in the Shenandoah Valley brevet’s 48,000
feet, the French ride may not be as challenging as the American one. Instead,
Paris-Brest-Paris is characterized by the French countryside and its people.
“There’s nowhere that a citizen rider like me can find that kind of excitement
and that much effort put into an event,” said Dick Felton of Randonneurs Ontario.
The event, held every four years, has between 5,000–6,000 participants
from many different countries, making it the largest randonneur event in the
world. The ride is influenced as much by those standing and cheering at the side
of the road as it is by those in the saddle. At almost any time of day or night, families will be out at the roadside, cheering on the thousands of riders as they pass
by. Cars driving up a hill behind a string of riders will wait patiently until after the
crest to pass. Held in August, PBP coincides with the month most of the country
has off for holidays, allowing fans to travel to watch the event. The country
embraces the brevet like no other amateur cycling event within its borders.
“I had been in one of the early start groups, so most of the riders were behind
me,” said randonneur Ryan Golbeck of his PBP experience. “We were coming
back from Brest, and we got to a point where most of the riders were still going
the other way. For a full hour, there was a constant stream of cyclists going the
other way. It’s not like one or two every couple of minutes; it was a lot.”
PBP was not always open to amateurs. Earlier in its history, the event was actually a race reserved for professionals. But as professional racing changed, PBP was
left behind and opened up to amateurs who have carried on the event. The reputation of PBP is now so significant that Japanese teams take extra measures to
ensure success. A rider must normally complete one full series of brevets before
attempting the PBP; Japanese riders must now complete two full sets.
The most recent edition was held in 2011, making 2015 the next date to mark
on the calendar. Details in advance of the date are slim, but are posted online
as the date begins to move closer. Check paris-brest-paris.org in 2014 for
more information.
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Far left
Michel Gervais
(left) and Alain
Cuillerier (centre)
during the 2012
Rocky Mountain
1200
left
Chester Fleck
from Calgary
grinds up
Sunwapta Pass
past Tangle
Falls during the
2012 Rocky
Mountain 1200
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looks much younger, proof that his continuing ambitions
both in running shoes and on a bicycle are keeping him fit.
“I wasn’t prepared,” said Felton of his first brevet. “I was
going out like it was a 40-km ride. I didn’t have any extra
clothes with me. I didn’t have enough warm clothes. Some
of the guys were offering me their jackets. It’s a game of
being prepared. Now I carry a jacket, extra shorts and
jersey. I carry spokes, chain links and a tire. I’ve never had
to use a tire. I’ve used tubes, but I’ve given away three tires
to people who weren’t as prepared.”
Felton is a veteran of the Paris-Brest-Paris, as well as
the 1,400-km London-Edinburgh-London. He approaches
his riding with a methodical and thorough training plan.
For Felton, one of the charms of randonneuring comes
after the event is over. “It’s the euphoria after you’re done.
You’re pushing yourself to a point where you are seeing
what your body and your mind can do without putting
yourself in any real danger,” said Felton.
Having ridden many of the world’s largest randonneur
events successfully, Felton can still find new and challenging goals to appease his ambition. Recently, he had

hoped to complete four 1,200-km brevets in one season,
but withdrew from the final event before it started, recognizing he simply hadn’t rested enough.
For an event, Felton prepares to ride alone, but will often
pick someone to ride with. This strategy shows the duality
that defines modern randonneuring: cyclists participating
individually rather than working together. “If you’re an
individualist, it’s a really great place to be with other individualists,” said Vaune Davis from Toronto, who admits
she suffers from “randonesia:” amnesia that sets in after
doing something so difficult. As soon as your knees stop
throbbing, you’re looking for the next event you want to
do. “There’s an addictive quality to it.”
The experienced riders may be hooked, but for
newcomers, the difficulty of a randonneur event can be
daunting. The best type of ride that will give a cyclists a
taste of the sport is a “populaire,” which is shorter than 200
km. Also, on many 200-km brevets, experienced riders
will shepherd new riders through the event, letting them
make their own decisions, but supporting their efforts
when needed.
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Paris-Brest-Paris
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above
The first day of the March to the Marsh 600-km brevet in
Grey County, Ont. From left to right: Rudy Ziegler, Con Melady
and Merry Vander Linden.

opposite left
Paris-Brest-Paris 2011
Opposite centre
From left to right: Malcolm McAuley,
Erik Snucins, Jacques Bilinski and
Eric Fergusson (at back is Roger Holt),
all from British Columbia, before the 2011
Paris-Brest-Paris enjoying a Paris café
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left
Eric Fergusson (right) of the
B.C. Randonneurs and Didier Belot
getting their brevet cards stamped
after finishing the 2011 Paris-Brest-Paris.
Fergusson helped motivate Didier,
a Breton who lives in the finish area,
during a rough patch, only to then be
pulled at high speed once Didier
reached his hometown.

“Most people who come out to do this have done some
research. But, because they’re new, they’ve never used a
cue sheet or a brevet card, so people generally need that bit
of support on their first few rides,” said Kathy Brouse, vicepresident of Randonneurs Ontario, a randonneur who is
less concerned with performance, and more interested in
the magic of riding under a full moon on a starry night. “We
actually have a plan for this season to make sure someone
who is new to a ride will always have support and will not
end up alone.”
Like Brouse, Halifax’s Mark Beaver is interested in the
more elemental aspects of randonneur cycling. He started
with the Raid Pyreneen in 2001 and was on the start line of
Paris-Brest-Paris in 2003. While those achievements are
clearly important to Beaver, what makes them special has
little to do with the distance or his time to the finish.
“Riding in the darkness, out in the country at a time
when you’re normally sound asleep in bed is really

special,” said Beaver. “To be out in the middle of nowhere
at four in the morning, and it’s silent, and you haven’t
seen a car in two hours, and you just go along, and you
hear the first birds starting to sing, and then the glow
on the horizon and the first peep of sunrise, or the first
rooster crowing – it’s really fun and something you
never normally do.”
From its early roots in club riding to the present drive
for self-sufficiency, randonneuring has retained a sense of
adventure without a heavy set of rules. The early tradition
of riding together as a group has fallen away, but there is
nothing to outlaw working with others. Randonneuring
lets each participant set personal goals rather than
defining what everyone must do.
“I showed up for my first Ontario ride,” said Vaune Davis.
“I asked, ‘How does this work? Do we all ride together?’
Someone smiled wryly at me and said, ‘There are no rules.
It will just take shape on its own.’”
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Stage 7 of the 2012
Haute Route Alps
as the peleton
arrives in a secured
convoy at the
finish along the
Promenade des
Anglais in Nice.
Haute Route Alps
is a seven-day,
seven-stage
event open to all,
crossing the most
iconic cols in the
world from
Geneva to Nice.
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